Gerry Poland
From the everyday to the
extraordinary. In my life away from
the camera I am a lineman for a major
power company. Hours spent 65 feet
above eye level has privileged me to
see some unique beauty - whether it’s
a storm traveling in up the route of a
deserted highway, or a garden
growing against the sprawl of a strip
mall several streets over. I've seen
the power restored to night baseball
games and candlelight exchanged for
lamps up and down a street. I taught
myself to use a camera to take
pictures of my custom tile and stone
installations. It was these images that
lead me to photography. What began
as carefully edited shots of my children's first sporting events has grown
to a passion for documenting
moments in my client’s lives

Interested in exhibiting your paintings,
photography or special collection?
Let us know!
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